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c86_645201.htm 题目： Most societies do not take their greatest

thinkers seriously, even when they claim to admire them. 大多数社

会都没把最伟大的思想家当回事，虽然有时候这些社会自称

是求才若渴的。www.100test考试就上百考试题 正文： In this

busy, packed and dull world, people’s most important concerning

is how to make a living. They work assiduously to make money, to

support their family, to purchase houses and cars. Hardly one

common individual knows who their greatest thinkers are，not

mention to take them seriously. Admittedly, in some cases, people

claim that they admire the greatest thinkers. however, they actually

know little about what the greatest thinkers’ thoughts are. The fact

is, in history of human civilizations,most societies do not take their

greatest thinkers seriously, even when the greatest thinkers are

seemed to be respected. Generally, whatever societies the greatest

thinkers are in, they have similar characteristics, such as high

intelligence, eccentric temperament, wide range of knowledge, and

the most essential one: the deeply and often predicted thoughts,

which is the product of real wisdom. On one hand, it is the thoughts

that distinguish the greatest thinkers from the mass. On the other

hand, it is also the thoughts, however correct and predicted, which

cause these elites out of the mass’ sights and put them into an

embarrassment in which few can understand them and their

thoughts. A proper example is the passional German philosopher



and poet Nietzche. Nietzche is a pioneer, whose profound

exploration in philosophy influenced the descendants deeply. Yet his

life is miserable and full of tragedies. Without money and job,

Nietzche lived an impoverished life, which along with loneliness

defeated him at last: he became insane when 45, and died 10 years

later. Until that time, almost no one knew him or his thoughts. Even

today, many people including some scholars call him mad

philosopher. In some worse cases, the greatest thinkers are even

persecuted by their societies since the greatest thinkers always tend to

have skeptical and critical thoughts, which the manipulators fear

mostly and manipulated reluctant to accept. The reason is that once

the advanced ideas, which are against the old ones, are accepted by

mass, the domination or the present social system will in the danger

of collapse. And at the same times, most people are reluctant to

admit that what they believe in or cherish, however,always prejudice

and rigid ideas set in people’s minds beforehand, are not the truth

but falsehood or illusions. A case in point is the great astronomer

Copernicus, who developed the theory that the earth and other

planets revolve around the sun. Although the theory was the most

advanced astronomy theory in that time, it hadn’t come out of

press until the year before Copernicus’ death because of mass being

strongly against it especially the powerful churches, which were afraid

that such a theory would shake authority of theology. In some

specific period, for political reasons, thinker and intellectuals as a

whole undergo ruthless treatment, such as the Culture Revolution

from 1966 to 1976 in China. During those ten years, many great



thinkers and intellectuals are forbidden to think and express their

thoughts freely. Some of them even encountered physical torture. A

crueler example is Qin Dynasty in China 2000 years ago. Yingzheng,

the first emperor of China, sentenced the thinkers who held different

political or social ideas from him to death. Moreover, he buried their

writings. It is the greatest thinkers’ tragedy not to be understood or

even be persecuted. It is also the fact that human beings are always

shortsighted, sometimes even foolish. Nevertheless, what is truth will

never change itself or disappear along with the elapsing of time

however strong the falsehood seems to be. Hence, though almost all

the greatest thinkers are hermits, some of them may be even the

prisoners in their societies. they would gain their perpetual lives

through their glaring. 相关推荐：#0000ff>SAT和GRE写作的不同
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